
How to build a 
startup factory







The people I run through the forest with.



Usertech is part agency part innovations hub.

Digital+Social Agency

Being able to deliver anything digital 
to our direct clients or partner 
agencies is our core strength...

Tech Innovations

...It is translated into undertaking 
bigger innovation projects (~months of 
dev) that require agility and and 
business thinking...

Ventures

...and we try to reinvest most of our 
profits to our products and startups to 
deliver better services and share 
equity among our employees.



Sečteno.

Sečteno is a product which gives you 
an understandable overview of your 
finances online. It connect directly to 
your accountant’s system and helps 
you get taylor-made deals from 
Raiffeisen Bank.
We were responsible for the whole 
look and feel as well as programming 
of the application. We are still 
continuing development of additional 
features.

Ongoing since Jan 2014
Team of 6 developers and designers
Client - Raiffeisen Bank
Technologies - Python, PostgreSQL, D3.js, 
Google Clojure



Kup Najisto.

Kupnajisto is bringing the Point of 
Sale experience to online shopping. 
You can order your goods at a 
partner eshop without paying 
anything. When you are satisfied with 
the product you will pay an invoice 
supplied by Kupnajisto, or you will 
return the product. We are facilitating 
the whole technical platform, scoring 
mechanisms and CRM system in the 
background.

Ongoing since Jan 2014
Team of 5 developers and designers
Technologies - Python, PostgreSQL



E.ON Selfcare

We are responsible for  redesigning 
and development of E.ON web self- 
care, utilizing social media in 
communication with current 
customers and nurturing its 
knowledge base, interactive FAQ, 
etc.



Forbes.

We joined with Czech version of 
Forbes magazine to build their new 
fully responsive website. We monthly 
build “specials” for their online 
edition and take care of the online 
presence.

Oct 2014+
Team of 2 developers and designers
Technologies - HTML5, CSS3, PHP, MySQL



Hatchery - Predictable.ly.



Hatchery - Predictable.ly.



Belief



The golden circle - Simon Sinek.



http://theelders.org.



NY Angels chair Brian Cohen - who will you give your money to.

1. I believe...
2. Know the market

3. Execution not idea



Prototype
/ Test





“We’ve always done it 
this way.”



“Everybody will buy this!”



“We need a CMO!”



“Solar system of artists 
and their followers = stars 

and planets.”



The Hatchery way.



Two ways to create an understandable website.

Comprehensive User Experience process

■ we use a proven method of business analysis, 
combination of best practices, workshops, 
prototyping, testing and user feedback to guarantee 
an outstanding result

■ our method aligns the company with the needs of 
the customer while respecting the company’s 
targets

note: priced extra in the pricing section.

Information architecture and wireframing

■ Industry standard approach which focuses on 
structuring the information in a logical way

■ wireframes then help convey this structure into 
visual layouts

■ this respects the way the company is thinking about 
its business but not the way customers understand 
it.

note: included in standard price.

OR



Corporate approach.

Collection 
of materials

Identifying availability 
of materials related to 
the topic throughout 
the company. Setting 
up a research and 
workshop plan.

Research

Mystery shopping, 
interviews with 
employees and 
customers, best 
practices from 
around the world, our 
own experience.

Iteration of 
prototypes

Creating an information 
architecture, testing of 
individual layout 
elements, copywriting. 
And bringing the results 
again to discuss at 
workshops.

Workshops

Internal materials and 
research is mixed into 
prototypes. These are 
gradually discussed at 
particular workshops. 
Outputs are integrated 
to further prototypes.

Integration

Information collected 
from testing and 
workshops result in 
final prototype which is 
being developed into a 
real product.

2–4x



Startup testing.



Persistence





“Startups are cool”



To succeed you 
need to be boring 

sometimes.



Q did not go to that party.



“Exponential growth”.



Climbing up the mountain.



1. I believe...
2. Persistence

3. Prototyping/Testing



Thank you
Ing. Jan Beránek

+420 721 718 931
beranek@usertechnologies.com

www.usertechnologies.com
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